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US Investment Grade: Signs of fatigue
- by Ken Jaques, p3
The US high-grade primary market is showing some signs of fatigue. Last week’s final tally of
$11.8bln fell way short of the average estimate with the much expected “big six" US banks not
following through with bond offerings after the release of their Q2 earnings.

Euro High Yield: HY issuance stretches into 11th straight week
- by Giles Hamblett, p4-5
The post-Covid lockdown, pre-summer vacation window for euro high yield issuance stretched
to an eleventh consecutive week as issuers continued to take advantage of a receptive
audience.
Asia Pac US$ Credit: Higher beta developers struggling in secondary
- by Sylvia Xu, p6-7
Weekly supply in the APAC primary market slowed compared to the prior week. Some IG
issuers still managed to lock-in some very attractive funding levels. However secondary
performance was mixed, with high beta developers noted to be struggling.
Copper, gold dynamics to lead US long-end yields higher?
- by Marcus Dewsnap, p8-9
Both Copper and Gold have risen from the March lows. For the fixed income universe, there
are potential implications for the US 10-YEAR YIELD which typically has a close correlation
with the Copper/Gold ratio (or inverted Gold/Copper).
The Eur Week - Bias is Bullish
- by Rachel Bex, p10-11
Expected EUR/USD trading range: 1.1350-1.1530 with Eur/Usd up through last week's 1.1452
range highs to a four-month high amid reports of an EU aid fund breakthrough.

Turkey’s turbo charged credit-driven growth leaves assets vulnerable
- by Christopher Shiells, p12-14
Turkey’s credit driven growth has turbo charged amidst the pandemic. By running
down reserves the Turkish central bank risks leaving the Lira exposed to what could be
a volatile second half of the year.
China Insight: Strong Q2 GDP growth signals no more monetary easing
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p15
Q2 GDP growth jumped, well above market expectations. Combined with PBOC’s bias
towards an imminent normalization of the monetary policy, we will unlikely see further
cuts in OMO rates, MLF rate or loan prime rate (LPR).
Know The Flows: Money Market Funds experience record redemptions in mid-July
- by Cameron Brandt, p16
With the average 30-day yield of taxable funds down to six basis points and pandemicdelayed tax deadlines looming, US Money Market Funds posted record outflows during
the second week of July.
UK/EU 10YR SPREAD – Poised To Confirm A Major 7-Year Top
- by Ed Blake, p18
Sell into near-term widening as we await renewed narrowing through 55/58 targeting
the 40/45 zone. Stop above the 83/85 zone.
EUR/JPY – Multi-Year Channel Breakout Points Higher
- by Andrew Dowdell, p19
Look to buy for a target of 130.60. Place stop below 119.31.
SILVER – Bulls Seek A Rally Extension Over 19.650 To 21.138
- by Ed Blake, p20
Buy dips towards 18.382 as we await a rally extension targeting key resistance at
21.138. Place a protective stop under the 16.955 higher low.
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US Investment Grade: Signs of fatigue ahead of summer lull
By Ken Jaques, Shankar Ramakrishan
The week ended with a zero deal Friday for a US high-grade primary market that is showing
some signs of fatigue and poised to enter a short summer lull period in the next few weeks.

$12.5bln – which one syndicate banker said was more likely if the big six decide not to do
deals again next week.

The final tally for the week of $11.8bln fell way short of the average $19.9bln estimate with
the much expected “big six" US banks not following through with bond offerings after the
release of their Q2 earnings.

In any case, demand for high-grade bonds is expected to be decent if not overwhelming.
Interest will be solid with high-grade credit still showing solid performance. The average highgrade bond was 1bp tighter on the day as of Thursday and about 5bp tighter on a choppy
week, according to ICE BAML Master Index data.

With the six banks having raised some $104.9bln already this year, or nearly double the
$56.6bln of bonds issued a year earlier, the chances of more supply from them seemed a bit
ambitious in retrospect. Some bankers still see the big six doing a few opportunistic trades
though probably this week just to take advantage of the low rate environment and continued
decent investor appetite.
Buying interest seemed to hold up despite broader market volatility this week and most
relatively larger-sized trades – Mars' $2.5bln 4pt and MUFG's $3.0bln 2pt were the biggest –
found a lot of interest early in the week. Mars' 4pt trade attracted a book of nearly $12bln
and was 4.8x covered while MUFG's 2-pt had a book of $6.1bln and slightly over 2x covered –
and that was Monday.
As the week progressed, the book coverage for the $1bln plus trades like HPE and USB was
less than 2x which led to some views that it was a sign that the primary market was starting to
feel some exhaustion and was in need of a quieter period after a relentless supply barrage in
the last few months. The YTD tally now stands at $1.25trln.this week.
Demand may have been slightly lower because the bonds were pricing at record tights. USB's
10yr set the record for the tightest ever coupon across all sectors of 1.375% which beat an
earlier record held by Abbott Labs that priced a 10yr at 1.40% in June.
The average volume estimates for this week are about $16.1bln with the lowest around
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Euro High Yield: Issuance stretches into 11th straight week
By Giles Hamblett, Loans editor
The post-Covid lockdown, pre-summer vacation window for euro high yield issuance
stretched to an eleventh consecutive week as issuers continued to take advantage of a
receptive audience. Since the market reopened with Verisure's FRN in mid-April, some
EUR14.711bn of HY rated paper has been printed compared to the EUR16.81bn before.

ECB keeps buying
While high yield still remains off the ECB's bond buying menu, the central bank has at least
reiterated its commitment to investment grade purchases. Last week Christine Lagarde
highlighted the flexibility of the PEPP with the dovish message that ample stimulus is still
required, and contrary to some more hawkish pronouncements of other ECB members the
programme will be fully utilised.
While the height of the summer months could see a slowdown in central banks purchases,
the week prior saw the bank's largest ever weekly purchase total.
BoA's latest Credit Strategist piece noted that although the Covid-19 outbreak dramatically
shrank the universe of negative-yielding IG debt from EUR800bn at the end of January to
virtually zero the following month, the total has been creeping back up. The bank put the
current total at around EUR190m but with the expectation that the figure will grow to
EUR500m in the short term.
And although there is no direct central bank boost for HY, the reinflation of the negative yield
universe will provide some fresh impetus in the thirst for yield trade and close the gap
between IG and HY.
Using the iTraxx as a proxy, since the crossover/main ratio ballooned out in March to just
above 6x, it has fairly stubbornly held in the 5.5-6x range. In the last decade, the only other
break above 5.5x was between November 14 and Feb 15, with a peak of 5.68 on 21 Nov 14.

The last three weeks have generated more issuance than the previous 18 put together and
has seen issuers not only clearing some of the pre-lockdown overhang but also finding a
home for paper from some of the most challenging sectors; travel, retail and autos.
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Euro High Yield: Issuance stretches into 11th straight week cont’d
iTraxx Crossover/Main

iTraxx Crossover oscillates
The iTraxx Crossover bounced around, albeit in a fairly narrow band, as the market
swung between optimism over vaccine progress and green shoots of economic recovery
and worries over more lockdowns to combat a second wave of the virus, growing cases
in the US and geopolitical tensions between China and the US. As the weekend
approached the index was a few points tighter than the same time seven days earlier at
around 368.

However, as typified by the past week's volatility, there remains a good deal of
uncertainty with respect to the path of Covid and that, according to George Curtis of 24
Asset Management, will be the main driver.
'We continue to remain cautious on low rated, cyclical names that we feel would be
vulnerable to further lockdowns. We prefer instead those companies that are better
protected from an earnings perspective, and those that generate strong free cash flow
with a conservative balance sheet. In more cyclical industries we think exposure should
be limited to issuers well into the IG category,' he wrote.
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Asia Pac Credit: Higher beta developers struggling in secondary
By Sylvia Xu, Senior credit analyst
Weekly supply in the APAC primary market totalled US$11.2925bn from 18 issuers across 23
separate tranches spanning a range of sectors and the rating spectrum, with no fresh
transactions in the market to add to that total on Friday. Four countries were represented
this week in the shape of China, Japan, Korea and the Philippines.

less than the typical moves seen in June.

This represented a marked slowdown from the US$19.86bn which priced in the prior week
ending 17th July which represented the third busiest week in terms of issuance volume yearto-date.

Secondary Performance – Mixed

The differential would have been a bit closer however had Indian maiden issuer SB Energy
Investments Limited (backed by Softbank and Bharti) not been forced to pull its targeted
US$600m 144A/RegS 5NC3 senior secured green bond (expected issue ratings Ba3/-/BB-)
this week due to a disappointing investor response. That after books had initially opened at
6.75% area IPG earlier in Asia.
Weekly Issuance Trends
Issuance over the week was dominated by the financial sector thanks to borrowers from
China, Japan and Korea which contributed US$6.95bn or 61.5% of the week's supply
between them. The investment grade transactions from the sector all priced with either zero
or negative new issue concessions, allowing these financial names to achieve highly
economic funding costs despite the volatile backdrop in broader risk markets.
In terms of investor reception, the week's IG transactions averaged a cover ratio of 2.96x, a
drop from last week's 3.87x but was slightly better than the 2.77x registered in the week
ending 3rd July.
The relatively healthy demand paved the way for investment grade issuers to tighten
spreads from IPG to reoffer by an average of 33.36bp. That was broadly in line with the
degree of tightening seen during book-building the previous two weeks but remains notably
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Meanwhile, the average new issue concession of this week's IG transactions was pushed into
negative territory at -2.68bp, compared to last week's +2.50bp (positive).

Turning to the secondary market performance of the week's deals, and the trend was very
mixed. Out of the 22 transactions we managed to obtain decent screen quotes for on Friday
morning, 10 were bid tighter or at a lower yield than where they were priced at, three were
still holding in at ca. reoffer bid, while nine had widened.
A notable out-performer was Goodman Hong Kong Logistics Fund/Goodman HK
Investments' US$300m 3% Jul 2030 senior unsecured issue. The line, which priced at
T+240bp equating to a -15bp (negative) new issue concession on the back of over US$1.75bn
of orders (5.8x cover ratio), had tightened another 22bp in the aftermarket. The deal was
also the only investment grade offering from a property developer this week and marked the
issuer's first offshore foray after ca. a 6-year hiatus.

On the other hand, this week's property deals from high yield/unrated borrowers mostly
under-performed. Four of them, namely CIFIHG 5.95% 5.25NC3, GRNLGR 6.125% 23s,
RISSUN 9% 21s and GRNLGR 7.25% 25s were among the worst performers of the week as
the below snapshot illustrates.
Outside China, Philippine telecommunication company Globe Telecom's US$600m dualtranche transaction posted a mixed performance. The US$300m 3% 2035s had tightened
5bp from reoffer to T+240bp bid, in line with fair value. The US$300m 2.5% 2030 line which
launched in line with fair value at T+190bp, was bid marginally wider at T+191bp.
continued page 7
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Asia Pac Credit: The Week In Charts
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Copper, gold dynamics to lead US long-end yields higher?
By Marcus Dewsnap, Head of Fixed Income Strategy
Both COPPER and GOLD have risen from the March lows.

Still, the GOLD/COPPER RATIO has fallen back to late Feb levels, indicating that copper has
risen at a faster rate than bullion.
In some respects this is at odds. Gold is the 'safe-haven' risk-off choice. Copper, tied to the
travails of industry. Indeed, Gold has been rising at the same time as the S&P. Underlying this.
however, are several dynamics. Gold tends to inversely track real US rates. The latter have
plummeted to around -78bp.
As Fed policy attempts to drive up inflation expectations so real yields have suffered as the
offset in a market marked by low nominal yields alongside central bank policy rates at or close
to zero and highly unlikely to rise for years plus QE, the opportunity cost of holding gold is low
to non-existent and there will be those whom worry QE will cause currency debasement.
Large government stimulus makes some investors nervous.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS suggests the following.
• Accelerates the recent decline through 6.283 (200DMA) and now 6.209 (13 March higher
low) to post new 4-1/2 month lows
• With studies deteriorating, a break under 6.109/6.125 (61.8% of 5.232/7.527 and 2 March
higher low) opens 6.015/6.023 (13 February higher low and 15-month tentative rising
trendline)
• Any near-term corrective gains would need to regain 6.507 (10 June former low) to offer
near-term relief to the 6.671 (16 June) lower high
continued page 9
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Copper, gold dynamics to lead US long-end yields higher? cont’d
For the fixed income universe, there are potential implications for the US 10-YEAR YIELD
which typically has a close correlation with the Copper/Gold ratio (or inverted
Gold/Copper).
BMO note that US 10- and 30 year yields are usually more a impacted by global growth
and inflation expectations versus domestic. Currently, however, this relationship is
weakened by rising virus infection rates in the US that are diverging from Europe/Asia.
If the copper price is a truly a reflection of a stabilising global commodity demand and
therefore global economic growth expectations, the relationship between Copper/Gold
and US 10 and 30-year yields will reassert itself meaning higher US yields (mainly from the
Breakeven side?). BMO suggest this should happen later in Q3.

The copper price rally (front month comex nearly +45% from March lows, around 2-year
highs) seems to be indicative of a stabilisation of global commodity demand, in turn
heavily influenced by CHINA's rebound. Trade numbers from China will be interesting to
see whether this is holding up. Further, there is a supply risk from a Chilean mine as
workers reject a pay offer. There is risk that the copper upswing is to do with general
Chinese financial market euphoria.

For the fixed income universe, there are potential implications for the US 10-YEAR YIELD
which typically has a close correlation with the Copper/Gold ratio (or inverted
Gold/Copper).
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The Eur Week - Bias is Bullish
By Rachel Bex, Senior FX analyst

continued page 11
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The Eur Week – Bias is Bullish cont’d
Expected EUR/USD trading range: 1.1350-1.1530.
The four EU government's that have been holding up negotiations over
its Eur 750bln aid fund are ready to agree on a plank of a deal, say two
officials, with the Netherlands, Austria, Denmark and Sweden satisfied
with Eur 390bln of the recovery fund being made available as grants
and the rest as low interest rate loans.
The bloc's 27 leaders will gather again at 4pm London time in a bid to
settle the outstanding issues such as the overall size of the fund and
the mechanisms for controlling its spending. A French official said that
their delegation now see a path to a full agreement, while Austrian
Chancellor tweeted "We can be very happy with today's result".
Eur/Usd has taken the news as a positive, trading up through last
week's 1.1452 range highs to a four month high of 1.1467 so far.
More decent equity gains for Chinese stocks overnight has boosted the
risk-on price action, while still soaring Covid cases in the US a
resurgence of cases in Asia failing to dent enthusiasm for now.
Meanwhile, traders will be on the lookout for talks on a new
coronavirus stimulus package in the US, which are set to start at the
White House today.
ECB's Guindos and Lane are also scheduled to speak today.
Looking further out this week, EZ preliminary July PMIs emerge as a
major focus on Friday. The manufacturing gauge is seen just below 50,
the services back above 50. Latter is mostly domestic demand focused,
so should, after all the stimulus, be well above 50 as consumption
returns faster than production.
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EMU consumer confidence, however, is seen only marginally improved
at -12 in July (Thursday). German August Gfk consumer confidence is
due the same day. French business/manufacturing confidence should
improve (Thursday). The July Italian confidence indices are also out and
maybe influenced by expectations of an EU Recovery Fund.
It is a quieter US week leaving jobless claims (Thursday) as the main
event. If claims are truly leveling off around 1.3mn, this will represent
tangible evidence that the job market rebound isn't anywhere near as
strong as hoped. The other hard data relates to housing (existing on
Wednesday and new home sales on Friday), while soft data comes
from the June Chicago Fed National Activity Index (Tuesday), the
Kansas City Fed manufacturing activity index (Thursday) and July
preliminary PMIs (Friday). The latter should break 50.

Technical studies are now turning bullish EUR/USD with focus on the
1.1495 YTD high initially, ahead of 1.1570.
RISKS to the outlook come via any late opposition with regards to the
EU recovery fund, or any surprise weakness in the PMIs as a sign that a
V-shaped recovery is unlikely.
On the charts:
• The recent 50/200-DMA bullish cross continues to underpin, and
with MACD now also starting to cross higher, scope is seen to Mar's
1.1495 peak next ahead of the Jan'19 high at 1.1570
• Short-term momentum is underpinned by support at 1.1349/25
• Only below the 10 Jul minor reaction low at 1.1255 threatens the
wider advance
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Turkey’s credit-driven growth leaves assets vulnerable (again)
By Christopher Shiells, Managing Analyst EM

continued page 13
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Turkey’s credit-driven growth.. cont’d
Turkey latest credit growth numbers

Impact of this lending surge

Turkey's credit-fuelled economic revival that started towards the end of 2019 has been
turbocharged in recent months amid the crisis response to the Covid-19 pandemic and
the related economic lockdowns. Thus the credit being driven to consumers and business
should provide some welcome support to the economy as it emerges from the
coronavirus crisis.

As we mentioned above, excessive lending at below inflation rates, led by state-owned
banks, helps the economy in the short term, but could backfire with a material uptick in bad
debt. The surge in consumer lending has led to fears that this will morph into another
credit-fuelled consumption binge that has been a key feature of Turkey's boom-bust cycles
seen over the past decade. The rise of state-banks in the system is also a concern as lending
by state banks tends to be driven by political priorities rather than economic rationale.

The latest weekly data show that lending by Turkey's banking sector, surged to 30.4% y/y
This has been led by a surge in commercial lending, but personal lending has also jumped.
Lending to households has continued to rise at a rapid pace – consumer lending (including
credit cards) has surged to 36.4% y/y (see dashboard below).

The governments Credit Guarantee Fund means it is on the hook if these loans turn bad,
and thus this could all end up putting pressure on public finances, especially is the
government comes under political pressure to write off loans taken out by households/firms
during the Covid-19 pandemic to help boost the recovery.

State-owned lenders Vakifbank, Halkbank and Ziraat are part of the government's plan to
revitalise the Turkish economy and have powered the lending surge. This is because of the
support of the government's credit-guarantee scheme, which offer preferential rates and
capital treatment. This raises fears that excessive lending during what will now be a Covid19 triggered recessionary period could lead to a material uptick in bad debt and
provisions.

Adding to Turkey's existing woes

Covid-19 response - it is needed
The IMF predicted that Turkish GDP could contract by 4-5% this year due to the Covid-19
pandemic. The response from the Turkish authorities has been in line with most of the
world. The CBRT has continued cutting interest rates by a cumulative 250bp since March,
and then further tweaked reserve requirements to incentivise banks to ramp up lending.
Meanwhile, the government has doubled the size of its support to the Credit Guarantee
Fund, to as much as TRY250bn of extra lending, and promised TRY100bn of so-called
economic stability shields. These measures are seen lending support of as much as 2-2.5%
to 2020's GDP growth (Garanti Bank forecasts, which sees GDP growth at 0% this year).
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Before all of the Covid-19 pandemic and for most of this year the CBRT and government
had been slowing the depreciation of the Lira, as they pursued an easing cycle of sharp
rate cuts (1,525bp in total since July last year) to try and support the economy via credit
driven growth. The CBRT achieved this by running down its FX reserves and recycling the
near record high FX deposits at banks via Lira swaps to boost the reserves. State banks
have been used as the agents to sell these USDs in FX markets to support the Lira.
Thus, Turkey's foreign-currency regime is now seen as a dirty “managed float", not just
because of state banks' offloading of USDs but because of the limits introduced by
regulators on local banks' derivative positions with non-residents, designed to stand in the
way of short sellers. This has effectively removed foreigners from the FX market (see
dashboard below). Goldman Sachs estimates the CBRT intervened in the market by
USD13bn in May alone and USD60bn YTD, according to a July 2 research note.
continued page 14
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Turkey’s credit-driven growth.. cont’d
The Turkish C/A was also beginning to turn back to deficit this year (see dashboard) amid the
credit fuelled economic rebound, which has now accelerated. The current account deficit
continued in May ($3.75bn) and Turkey is on track for a CA deficit of over USD40bn. The
latest data showed that of the USD10bn Qatar swap line, only USD2.75bn remains, which
means USD7.75bn has been spent. The CBRT's 12-mth rolling deficit figures show that
portfolio outflows continued for a 7-mth, and thus the current account and ongoing financial
outflows are both being financed out of reserves.

Technical Analysis – Turkish 10-year yield

By running down reserves the CB risks leaving the Lira exposed to what could be a volatile
second half of the year. Risks ahead include the widening in the current-account deficit and
an increased government bond repayment schedule, whilst the US election could bring a
realignment of US foreign policy that could see relations deteriorate.
Negative Turkish market view expressed by Turkish 10yr USD yield
Whilst Turkey's response is in line with most of the world, its lending reinforces concerns
over another credit-fuelled consumption binge, the growing influence of state banks and the
outlook for the public finances. These are all reasons why we remain negative on Turkish
assets.
President Erdogan is hoping that there will be a turnaround in capital flows to Turkey once
the Covid-19 pandemic is under control, but this is also unlikely given that investors will not
be rushing back into Turkey anytime soon, as the EPFR fund flows data shows that investors
have been avoiding Turkey for the last two years (see dashboard above).
There is scope for continued Lira weakness, but because of how the currency is being
managed we see greater scope to express our negative Turkish market view through the
Turkish USD 10yr yield, especially as the CBRT has now reached or is close to the end of its
easing cycle. There is potential for the yield to jump back to 7.33% in the near-term
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• Advanced from 0.1629 (27/28 May reaction lows) to probe the top of a Decline from a
two-month head and shoulders top under 9.643 (6 April, mullti-year peak) to reach 6.385
(8 June low, near 76.4% retrace of 5.390/9.643 rally), before stabilising
• Daily studies are beginning to improve and above 7.334 (29 May lower high) would
suggest near-term basing and allow a return towards 7.862 (30 April former low/prior
neckline)
• A clearance would suggest a return to 8.323 (7 May lower high, near 61.8% of the
9.643/6.385 decline) and beyond
• A failure to regain 7.334 and/or a return below 6.385 would avert current recovery
potential and re-open 5.741 (4 March higher low)
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China Insight: Strong Q2 GDP signals no more monetary easing
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
China's GDP growth jumped to +3.2% y/y in Q2, from -6.8% y/y in Q1. The print was well
above market expectations.

Against the above-said backdrop, we wouldn't be surprised if China’s overall policy stance will
gradually turn hawkish.

Before the data was released, PBOC held a press conference on 10 July. At the conference,
PBOC officials defined appropriate monetary policy as:
1. quantity of credit supply should not be too large;
2. interest rate should not be too low.
It is particularly worth mentioning that Guo Kai, PBOC deputy director of the central bank's
monetary policy department, in the conference stressed a timely withdrawal of counterpandemic monetary loosening measures is needed when the economy has stabilized. Guo's
remark echoed what PBOC governor Yi Gang said at an event on 18 June. Yi said China should
consider a timely withdrawal of the counter-pandemic policy tools.
Strong GDP growth in Q2 combined with PBOC's reiteration of its bias in favour of an
imminent normalization of the monetary policy suggests we will unlikely see further cuts in
OMO rates, the MLF rate or loan prime rate (LPR).
In our view, with the economy having stabilized, policymakers are eyeing on the leverage
outlook of the economy again
Chart 1 shows that debt/GDP leverage surged by as much as 14% q/q in Q1 this year. In Q2,
leverage growth moderated to around 8%, which though still high, at least was not lower than
the highest level registered in 2016. As economic growth has stabilized, China's policy focus in
the coming quarters could shift back to containing leverage.
Chart 2 suggested new loans amounted to nearly CNY3tn in March. To keep the property
market from overheating again, we believe PBOC will be making efforts to curb loan growth in
H2. In fact, some restrictions have already been imposed in some cities, such as Shenzhen and
Ningbo, which have seen a significant rise in home prices over the past two months.
Back to Index Page
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Know The Flows: Money Market Funds experience record
redemptions in mid-July
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
With the average 30-day yield of taxable funds down to six basis points and pandemic-delayed tax
deadlines looming, US Money Market Funds posted record outflows during the second week of
July. The desire among investors to put money back to work, however, remains tempered by
rising COVID-19 caseloads in the Americas, the lack of certainty about the economic damage done
by the pandemic over the past four months and its likely course over the next six months.
Overall, the week ending July 15 saw $77 billion flow out of EPFR-tracked Money Market Funds
and $1.4 billion out of Balanced Funds while Alternative Funds absorbed a net $725 million,
Equity Funds $4.7 billion and Bond Funds $9.3 billion. In the case of the headline number for
Equity Funds, four out of every five dollars went to funds with socially responsible (SRI) or
environmental, social and governance (ESG) mandates.
Sentiment towards China continued to rebound in mid-July, with China Equity Funds posting
consecutive weekly inflows for the first time since late March and China Bond Funds posting a
new weekly inflow record.
At the single country and asset class and fund levels, Municipal Bond Funds extended their
current inflow streak to 10 straight weeks, Convertible Bond Funds took in fresh money for the
seventh time in the past nine weeks and Inflation Protected Bond Funds chalked up their 10th
inflow in the past 12 weeks. Redemptions from France and Greece Bond Funds hit seven and 16week highs respectively, Taiwan Equity Funds recorded their second biggest outflow year-to-date
and investors pulled money out of Spain Equity Funds for the 24th time in the past 28 weeks.
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For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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UK/EU 10YR SPREAD – Poised To Confirm A Major 7-Year Top
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Extended broader narrowing to probe key support at 61 (2016 low - 15 August) and suggest
a major seven-year top

•

Studies/moving averages are negatively aligned and a sustained break of 61 confirms the
top

•

Risk would then be seen through 55/56 (Fibonacci cluster) opening 40-45 zone (2013
lows/Fibonacci confluence)

•

Only above the 65 pivot would offer relief to the 83/85 cluster (1 May high/17 January low

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Sell into near-term widening as we await renewed narrowing through 55/58 targeting the 40/45
zone. Stop above the 83/85 zone
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EUR/JPY – Multi-Year Channel Breakout Points Higher
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
• Broke out from a 2+ year bear channel on last month’s run to 124.43
• Bullish RSI divergence suggests potential for a stronger rebound/reversion to 200-Month MA

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look to buy for a target of 130.60. Place stop below 119.31.
.
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SILVER – Bulls Seek A Rally Extension Over 19.650 To 21.138
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Extended the broad uptrend through 18.948 (24 February peak) to threaten 19.650 (2019
peak – 4 September), before easing

•

Constructive multi-timeframe studies/recent Golden Cross should underpin a clearance to
new 3¾ year highs

•

Above 20.138 (7 September 2016 high) opens 21.138 (2016 peak - 4 July) – beyond which
completes a major six-year base

•

Only sub 18.382 (1 June high, nr converging 4/10½ month trendlines) delays and suggests
consolidation over 16.955

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy dips towards 18.382 as we await a rally extension targeting key resistance at 21.138. Place a
protective stop under the 16.955 higher low.
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